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ABSTRACT 

Most of the mass density in the Universe-and in the halo of our own 
galaxy-exists in the form of dark matter. Overall, the contribution of lu- 
minous matter (in stars) to the mass density of the Universe is less than 
Iv/ primordial nucleosynthesis indicates that baryons contribute between 
1% and 10% of the critical density (O.Olh-’ 5 fl, 5 O.OZh-‘: h = the Hub- 
ble constant in units of 100 kms-’ Mpc-‘): and other evidence indicates that 
the total mass density is at least 10’7 of critical densitv. a,nd likely much 
grea,ter. If the Ilniversai density is as low as 1077 of t,he cr’itical density there 
may be hut one kind of dark matter. \lore likely. the universal density is 
oreater than IO%. at~d there are two kinds of dark matter. and thus two dark CJ 
lnatter problems: 111 what iorm does ~.he baryonic dark matter exist’! z~nd 
In what I’orm does ttle nonbaryonic dark matter exist’! Tile .\;lAC!HO and 
ER.OS colla~boratiotls i~nve presented e\~idence for the tnicrolensing of stars in 
the LMC by IO-‘*‘+/.:, dark objects ill the halo of our own galaxy and may 
well have solved OUT if the dark matter puzzles by identifying the form of 
the baryonic dark matter. It is too early to make precise statements about 
the fraction of the mass density in the halo of our galaxy contributed by 
tensing objects (= Jn,), though the EROS/MACHO data suggest that jrn is 
probably 0.1 or larger. Taking our galaxy to be typical and taking account 
a fraction fin of the mass in the portion of the halo that contributes most 
significantly to microlensing (within 2Okpc of the galactic center), I estimate 
that tensing objects contribute a fraction O.OOSf,/h of the critical density, 
and clearly cannot account for the bulk of the dark matter if f?, > 0.1 (even 
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discarding the nucleosynt,hesis bound). (If the distribution of lensing objects 
extends throughout the galactic halo. out to about 100 kpc, their contribution 
is larger by a factor of five). If halo lensing objects contribute around 10% 
of the mass density in the halo, the EROS/MACHO results provide further 
evidence for a nonbaryonic component to the halo dark matter, consistent 
with the simplest prediction for the ratio of cold dark matter (e.g., axions 
or neutralinos) to baryons in the halo. In any case, the EROS/MACHO 
results in no way lessen the strong case that now exists for the mass density 
of the Universe being significantly larger than that which baryons can con- 
tribute: nor do they a,ffect significantly the prospects for directly detecting 
particle dark matter in our vicinity. Discovering the tlatI.lte of the ba~.vonic 
dark matter should provide still I‘urther impetlls for solvitlg the ~more weighty 
da,rk matter problem. 1.11~ tla,tuw of t.he twnbaryonic dxk rrra,tter. 



1 Introduction 

1.1 The events 

Two collaborations searching for massive, dark objects in the halo of our 
galaxy through gravitational microlensing reported candidate events this 
week. The French EROS collaboration has monitored the brightnesses of 
3 million stars in the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) over a three-year pe- 
riod and reported two events: a star that brightened by a factor of about 2.5 
over a characteristic time interval of about 54 days and a star that brightened 
by a factor of about 3.3 over a time interval of about 60 days [l]. (EROS 
measure the brightnesses of stars on 5’ x 5” Schmidt plates taken with two 
filters. bleu and rouge, with a machine known as “MAMA.“) The American- 
Australian MACHO collaboration has monitored the brightnesses of about 
1.8 million stars in the LMC for one year and reported one event: a star that 
brightened by about a factor of about 6.8 over a characteristic time interval 
of about 34 days [2].’ (MACHO use two CCD cameras and a dichroic beam- 
splitter to measure the brightnesses of stars in two colors. red and blue, and 
observed each star about 250 times during the year period.) 

1.2 Microlensing 

The basic idea of detecting massive, nonluminous objects in the halo by mi- 
crolensing was suggested by Paczynski 131; the discussion that follows is based 
upon the very nice paper by Griesr [.I]. The actual deflection of light from a 
star in the LMC (distance 50 kpc) by an object in our halo is far too small to 
measure. of order 64 N 2 x 10-‘(m/Ma)‘/* arcseconds, where m is the mass 
of the halo object and the impact parameter (distance between the lensing 
object and the line of sight to the star) is taken to be the Einstein radius 
(see below). However, due to gravitational focussing the total brightness of 
the two unresolved images is greater than that of the unlensed star, by a 
factor equal to 1.34 for an impact parameter equal to the Einstein radius 
(and larger for smaller impact parameters). Since the a priori brightness of 
a given star is not known, Paczynski’s idea was to look for time variation of 
the brightness of the star due to the motion of the lensing object across the 
line of sight. 

IThe definitions of event duration used by MACHO and EROS differ by about a factor 
of two: I have used the MACHO definition for all three events. 
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The brightness n,mplification A depends upon the ilnpact parameter i in 
units of the Einstein radius RE: 

,-I = 
112 + 2 

u( uz + I)‘/’ ’ 

where i = U& and 
RE=/Kg-G-i 

(1) 

Here I is the distance to the lensing object and L is the distance to the star. 
A plot of A(u) is shown in Fig. 1 (Fig. 2 of Ref. 141); large .4 corresponds to 
small IL. 

Because the lensing object is moving (the ~rrns halo velocity is around 
300 kms-‘) the impact parameter changes with time> and hence the amplifi- 
cation does too (in principle, one also must take into account the velocity of 
the star and the solar system, though it is a small correction [4]). The time 
profile of the amplification, or light curve A(t), depends upon u(t) alone. 

To be specific, the inipact parameter u is given by 

U(t)* = &” + (vrt/Rg, (3) 

where u,,,;,, is t,he lnitlilnuln value ~of the impxt pa.ramet,cr. “7‘ is the velocit? 
01’ t.lhc lellsillg lra~~sv~~sc I,0 tl~c- ligill. or siglll. anti I.lle ~~1)wh of nlaxitnunl am- 
plificalioil delillcs tillrc zero. Sate ll1a1 tile light CIIIYC’S rlrv a two-I)arametel 
family of curves. 13). the measuring tllc‘ light. c~lrvr for it tnicrolcrlsillg cl~3,t 
one can infer L‘,“i,, [= u(A,,,,)] and /~/:/I’T. Recall. /lb; w G’nrL/c*. which 
implies that the event duration t - m/cuT - 
l&r). 

100 dam ( more 

EROS define the duration of the event to be the characteristic time 
tERos = RE/UT. which corresponds to impact parameter u(&t~~os) = dm; 
MACHO define the duration of the event to be the total time the amplifica- 
tion is above threshold for detection of amplification, t~,*cHo = 2 u+ - &,,&/v~, 
For maximum amplification A,,, > 1 and a threshold amplification .Ar - 
1.34 (IQ - l), which seems to apply to the data of both collaborations. 
tMACH0 = 'ZtEROS. 

INOW the formulas relating event rate to the abundance of halo objects: 
to begin. assume tha.t the iensing objects have mass ml are distributed like 



the halo material. and contribute a fraction f,,, of the halo density, 

r.2 + a2 
Pm = fm”- $ + a2 Piocal. (4) 

Here T = distance from the center of galaxy, a = 515 kpc is the core radius of 
halo. TV 5 8.5 kpc is the distance of the Solar System from the galactic center, 
and plocd z 5 x IO-” g cmm3 IS the local halo density. (The mass density in 
the halo is determined by measurements of the rotation curve of our galaxy 
a,nd the amount alld distribution of light in the gaky; the full extent of 
the hake-aud its tolal lnass--.are llot I~IIOWII, though there is evidence that 
the halo extends a.t least a,s far as the LMC and Iproba,bly out to IOOkpc 
[il.) Further. let us assume that t,he t,hreshold for det.ection is amplification 
AT, corresponding to impact parameter UT, and that the efficiency for the 
detection of a microlensing event above the amplification threshold is E. (The 
latter is clearly an oversimplification as : wili be a function of 14, the duration 
of the event, and perhaps other things.) 

The probability that a given star in the LMC is being microlensed with 
amplification greater than AT by a halo object is referred to as the optical 
depth for microlensing, and was calculated by Griest [4], cf. Eq. (4), 

T 2: 4 x lo-‘J,u;; (5) 

where the halo is assumed to extend out at least as far as the LMC, the core 
radius is taken to be 5 kpc, ‘UT is the impact parameter corresponding to ,4T 
(UT = 1 for “1~ = 1.3-L). The value of T is not very sensitive to the first two 
ilssulllptiulls. 

Another interesting quantity is T(Y), the probabilit! that a star in the 
LMC is microlensed by a halo object ibetween the galacl.ic center and dis- 
~.a~ncc ‘1 1’rot11 it: T(!/) is shown in Fig. 2. (Sa.id allot.her wa,y. r(y) is the 
probability. fur nlicrolctlsiug u~~dcr the asstm~ptiw ttlat the halo only ex- 
tends out to radius IJ.) Figure 2 illustrates that most of the optical depth for 
microlensing is due to halo objects within LO-20kpc or so of the center of the 
galaxy.’ That is. microiensln~~ only p~mbes the inner pwtim of’ the halo, and 
,fimthev. not mulch of the lensing probnbility is due to o6jects near the solar 

‘The reason is simple: the Einstein radius. which the sets the radius of the tube within 
which halo objects lead to amplification above threshold, is proportional to the product 
of the distance to the lens and the distance from the lens to the LIMC, and further, 
drfdy o( p,/m, which falls off as r-2 
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neighborhood. This is an important fact t,o keep in mind when interpreting 
the EROS/MACHO events. 

What makes microlensing observable is t,he time variation of the ampli- 
fication. So even more important than the lensing prohability is the rate of 
microlensing events (roughly r divided by the typical event duration); inte- 
grating over the distribution of velocities and positions of halo lensing objects 
Griest obtains the microlensing rate (per star observed) with amplification 
greater than AT, cf. Eqs. (7-14), 

r z 1.7 x lo-Gf,,zLT/(m/n,~n)“‘~r-i. (6) 

Yote. r. unlike T. depends upon the mass of the halo objects: for fixed I,,,, 
the smaller the mass. the higher the event rate. 

The duration and amplification of a microiensing e\.ent depends upon 
the inlpact pnranwtcr and the velocit\-. I~~SS. aud disLa,llce of the halo m- 
c~~olcns. Howcvc~~~. l.11~ wlority and tlista~~~cc 01’ the I~alo ieusing object can 
only he specified statistically. aud t.l~us the mass of t.lle lensillg ol>jects can 
onI!; he inferred frown a measured light ~III‘V~ iI/ a, stati.stical way. Griest has 
(.onstructed the likeliilood functioli for like lensing mss. giveu the event du- 
ration and threshold for detection. The distribution is very Ibroad, about a 
order of magnitude in mass at full-width, half maximum (Fig. 9 in Ref. [J]). 
The peak of that likelihood function occurs at a mass 

(m) cz l.5~~Z,(t/IOOda)‘/u~. (7) 

Note that this mass depends upon the threshold of tile experiment: for EROS 
and hIACH0 UT N 1. 

The distribution of maximum amplilication of microlensing events is basi- 
cally geometric: The fraction of events with maximum amplification greater 
than .-I corresponds to events with minimum impact parameter less than 
u,,, = u(A), which is simply equal to u(A)/u~. This fraction e(A) can also 
be expressed in terms of il and AT, 

and is show in Fig. :(i: cf. I:ig. IO of Ref. [4]. 
To cotlciudr tllis section: microletlsillg Ilas. rrta,ny (:IFar signathlres: it is 

achromatic; the light curve is defined uniquely in terms of two parameters, 



maximum amplifica,tion and duration the distribution of event amplifications 
is predicted: microlensing shows no preference ior the tyl>e of lensed star: and 
so on. The most siguilicant background for microlensing searches are vxiable 
stars: already, MACHO I las compiled the largest catalogue of variable stars in 
the LMC. Because of its many signatures. microlensing should be a relatively 
easy hypothesis to test: indeed, EROS and MACHO have a,lready mastered 
the difficult tasks of monitoring the brightnesses of millions of stars and 
discriminating against known types of variable stars. In the next year or 
so both collaborations should increa,se their data sets by a factor of ten or 
so and thus should clarify the few questions that have been raised about 
rheir events (large \” for two of the three events and large a,mplification for 
t,he MACHO event despite their low threshold. cf. Fig. 3). The case for 
(or possibly against) the existence of halo lensing objects should be firmly 
established soon. 

2 Overinterpreting the Events 

What can one learu from the very preliminary h4ACI-IO and EROS results’? 
Delinitely uot as much as one would like! But let’s risk going out on a limh 
with some shaky interpretations. 

First. Llle Illllllbw of events SO<‘,,. Based upon lheir stated exposures the 
llllmbel. of expecred lrvents is 

.\‘\l.\C~ll” = !J. I./‘,,,:u.,./( ,I,/0 I .\I. )“Y. 19) 
.k’ER”S = ~lr.l’,,iE~/~~/(l~l/O.l ‘MI )‘/L (10) 

where of course the detection efficiencies and thresholds for t,he two exper- 
iments are not necessarily the same. In order to infer the fraction of the 
mass density of the halo in lensing objects, J,, one must know not only the 
efficiencies. but also something &out the mass of the lensing objects (see 
below j.” 

.MACHO has made no statement about f;n. From the duration of their 
event they infer a most likely mass of about O.l&; from their paper and 

3What ON wallts to do. and what both collaborations are certainly doing, is c~~~struct- 
ing the likelihood function for their ewxts as a function of all lhe relevant parameters 
(lens ~nass or distribution of lens masses. spatial density of lenses. and SO on) and taking 
account of acceptance. etc. From this, the umst likely values few in and J,fL aud estimates 
for their variances cdu Ibe illierretl. 



conversations with collaboration members I conclude that both UT and E are 
of order unity. Climbing out to the very end of the limb, this suggests that 
fin is about 0.1 or lxger (with great uncertainty). 

EROS state in their paper that “the number of events is consistent with 
the hypothesis that the halo of our galaxy is made essential11 of dark objects 
in the mass rauge of a few IO-* to a few M,.” Taking m = 0.1M,3, this 
implies an efficiency E’UT - 0.04. My interpretation of a talk given by EROS 
member Luciano .Moscoso is that. based upon Monte Carlo simulations> the 
detection efficient!; for events with I(,<,, 2 I is about SO% and for events 
with u rmn 2 1 it is much. much smaller. Their exposure seems t,o be much 
lower than :J Inilliori stars times :J years: only about half the stars were used 
and the time coverage of a, typica,l star was about 600 davs. Putting this 
together. I guess that UT - I and E - 0.1. suggesting that j”, .-.. 0.2 or so. 

Next. CV~IIL dura.tion: a,s mentioned earlier. the likelihood function com- 
puted by Griest peaks at a mass of 1.~;LI,-,(f/100da)2/il~. For MACHO, this 
implies a lensing mass of about 0.1&f,, which is the central value stated in 
their paper. For EROS. the event durations are about twice as long; this 
implies a most likely mass of about 0.4&f,. While the estimates for the 
lensing mass seem to be different. recall that the likelihood function is an 
order of magnitude in mass at FWHIM and that the detection efficiencies will 
certainly depend upon the event duration and can influence the likelihood 
function. 

As noted above. both the event rate and event duration are needed to infer 
the fraction of critical density contributed by halo lensing objects. Moreover. 
so~nc a Ipriori irl(orInaI,iotl (nay help iu this re~a,rd. For c:sa.mpie. stars made of 
hydrogen and heliuln more massive thau allout 0.1 M:, are nuclear burning; 
previous ur~successful searches for low-nlass stars (\I dwwfs) I’k! severe 
IilllilS to j;,, for lli 2 0.1 M,,, perlla.ps rwn ruling out this possibility [6: 71. 
Da,rk halo objects IIeaiirr than around a solar mass would ha.vr to be ueutron 
stars. black holes. or white t1wa.r s f uthwwise they would be easily visible; 
however. tllis ipussibility too is severely cotlstl,a.ined Iby their coutribution to 
the lleavy-clelllellt &undauce iu our galaxy [‘il. For these reaso~~s it has 
IJCCU qyxl wry cuuviucingly that 111~ lnass ol’ baryonic halo objects must 
be less than about 0.1 Ma: note, this makes my previous shaky estimates for 
j’,,, shaky upper limits since r cx m-‘/z and fm x ml/z, 

Let’s go on a,ud estimate the fraction of critical density contributed by 
halo lensing objects, R,. The strategy is as follows: (I ) construct the ratio 
of mass in halo lenses to light for the Milky Way, Mm/L; (2) assume that 



this ratio is universal: (3) Divide this ratio I~!: the critical mass to light ratio 
to find Cl,,,.’ 

Much is known about the halo mass interior to about 20 kpc [5], and recall. 
most of the microiensing is due to objects within 20 kpc of the galactic center. 
The halo mass interior to 2Okpc is about 2.3 x 10”1~f0. The luminosity of 
the Milky Way galaxy is about 2.3 x 1O”L By. Assigning a fraction f,,, of the 
halo mass within 2Okpc of the galactic center to lensing objects, I find 

(11) 

(12) 

This is not much mass. though. to be sure. at least ogre of our assumptions 
was very conserwtive. Although microlensing searches are most sensitive to 
halo lerlsiug objects \viI.Ilitt 20 kpc of the galactic center. it would be surprising 
if .f,,, suddenly rlroppld 1.0 zero a.t l.lhis point. If we a.ss~~me t,hat halo lensing 
objects populate I.hc l~alo a.t the sa~nc fractional abulltlance out. to 100 kpc, 
the known extent of tile I~d.lo. the previous estimate illcreases by a, factor of 
live: 

R, z O.O‘L/;,,/h. 

though still far from closure density. 

(13) 

To conclude this discussion. the MACHO and EROS collaborations may 
well have solved rr~e of the dark matter riddles. namely. what form the dark 
ibaryons take. If so, their searches were spectacularly successful. However. 
the weightier dark matter problem is the nature of tile nonbaryonic dark 
matter. as evidence indicates that R, exceeds 0.1. the maximum contribution 
permitted for lbaryous. (~Nucleos;nthesis bound aside. the contribution of 
halo lensing objects to the universal density cannot a,ccount for the total 
mass density if Q, is significantly greater than 0.1.) 

3 Implications for Particle Dark Matter 

‘l‘l~ere is moulltitlg rvideuce that R, is significantly grea,ter than 0.1. the 
ma,simurn contrihllt,iol\ of ha.ryons. and pwhaps close t,o unity. The evidence 

l,.\sl.ro~~ol~~~~rs t~~cilhtiw Idle, illa. <l<~~~sil>~ 01’ 1d1v I’lli\e,rsc lb? uwil.ipl?illg 111~ 1111ilinosiLy 
de~tsil.y, C z 2.,1/r x IP L/j.:. Mpc-3 Litties i( cIaw3Cleristic 111as:5 I,0 light rdio: the 1r~z3.s to 
light u&o (111 llle UT a?slet~~) tl~at cor~.cspo~~ds to critical dellaiLy 16 IXJUhMi,/LO~,. 



that R. is close 1.0 unity includes several studies relatir~g the peculiar ve- 
locities of galaxies within a few 100Mpc of the Miik~ \,\:ay (and the Milky 
wa\’ itself) to file distribution of galaxies determined from red-shift sur- 
veys based upon the IRAS Point Source Catalogue’ and the fact that the 
only models for the formation of structure in the Universe that are consistent 
with measurements of Cosmic Background Radiation (C’BR) anisotropy (e.g., 
C:OBE and experiments on smaller a,ugular scales) and large-scale structure 
require nonbaryonic dark matter. .-I number of measurements of Ro, e.g., 
cluster vi&l ma,sses and the infall of nearby galaxies into the Virgo Cluster, 
strongly suggest that a0 is greater than 0.1, though perhaps not as large as 
unity. And finally. there are theoretical reasons in favor of R. = I and non- 
baryonic dark matter: a Hat Universe is an unambiguous prediction of the 
inflationary paradigm, and there are several particles whose postulated exis- 
knee is motivatecl by compelling particle-physics considerations and whose 
relic abundance is close to the critical density (e.g.. neutralino and axion) 

[lOI. 
In a flat. critical I’niverse particle dark matter is obligatory. For the 

discussion t11a.t follows I assume tha,t II, = 1 and that RH - 0.0.5 -0.10. The 
universal rn,tio of exotic dark matter 1.0 lbaryonic rla,rk matter is then 

flY I -RH 
-x & nH~lo-L’o 

Of g,reat.er iIItrwst for the itltel.p~rla,t,iotl of tlw MAC’l~lO/EROS events is the 
local ratio of Ipaut,icle dark matter 11, lxwyork dark Inatter. In order to fully 
iwswcr this question we must know how galaxies and other structures formed. 
III the si~l~plest tirculnstance, where ot~ly gravity is important and the initial 
wlocitics uf baryous a.ud particle dark lnatter are similar (or negligible). the 
answer is dictated Iby the equivalence principle: Baryons and particle dark 
nattel ~nust follow the same trajectories so that the ratio wmains constant 
and equal to 10 - 20. 

When nongravitational forces become important then the two forms of 
dark matter will certainly hecome differentiated as particle dark matter does 
not interact electroma.gneticaily. the most important nongravitational force 
that operates in the I:niverse. In general. the interactions of baryonic matter 

‘The peculiar velocities of galaxies arise due to gravitational forces resulting from the 
itlllonrogeneous distribution of matter aud depend upon the distribution of galaxies and 
the llleall llla5S dewily: Iby deterlniliiug Lll~ dislribulior1 of galaxies 011e call iufer the mean 
1118.55 deliaily: see Kg., iters. [8]. 
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with itself (and the CUR) II a ow baryons to “cool” (i.e.. dissipate their energy) 
and become more condensed, thereby decreasing the ratio of particle dark 
matter to baryonic dark matter. 

For hot dark matter, relic particles that move fast (e.g., ?OeV neutri- 
nos]. the velocity distribution of the particle dark matter is very important: 
Neutrinos move too fast to become trapped in galaxies (at least until very 
recently) and so one expects the local ratio of hot dark matter to baryonic 
matter to be much. lnuch lower thaII the u~~iversal ra,tio of 10 - 20. 

For cold dark lllal,tc.r (e.g., axions or Iwutraiinos). wlic part,icles that move 
very slowly. the velocity distribution is u~~ir~~port,a.r~t rl.t~d ogre would expect 
that in objects ivhosc ibrmat.ion wly iIlwIves gravit.! tile local density would 
reflect the universal va,iue of IO - 20. ‘I‘here is no doubt that the formation 
of the disk of our galaxy involved dissipation (the disk-like structure traces 
to the dissipa,tion of essentially all the energy not associated with angular 
momentum). While the halos of galaxies are not fully understood, they show 
uo obvious signs of dissipation having been involved in their formation. Thus, 
the simplest assumption is that the ratio of cold dark matter to baryonic dark 
matter in the halo should reflect the universal value of IO - 20,s 

The fraction of the halo mass density in lensing objects is crucial to un- 
del,st.anding t.he implications of MXC’HO and EROS I 01 particle dark matter. 
Let us consider two possibilities consistent with the data at hand: 1,” w 0.1 
and /,n - 0.5. 

Suppose f,,2 turns out to be of o&r 0.1, as is suggested by a naive over- 
iuterpretatiorl of the data. In this case the h*lAC!HO/EROS results are con- 
sistent with the silnplest expectation for cold dark matter aud inconsistent 
with hot da& matter. Uoreover. the kct that YO%, of the mass density in the . 
tlalo wtnaitls tItw?cplained would ~provide even further impetus ibr searching 
fw cold pal’1 i(.l~ dilt.li nwt.t,cr ill 0111. 0x11 halo. 

On the othel. ha.lld. suppose t,tra.t two 01‘ t1it.w yea,.s ~WIII IIOW EK,OS and 
MA(.‘llO cotlviucingly establish ttlat I’,, is O..T. ‘fllis is consistent with hot 
dark matter and inconsistent with the simplest expectation for cold dark 
matter. With regard to the latter I mention: 

I. Lt could be that the inner part of the halo (which is what is probed by 
\~lAC’HO n,nd EROS) has a. sma.ller ratio of cold dark matter to baryons 

“The ratio of cold dark matter to baryonic dark matter expected for the mixed dark 
matter model (0~ - 0.05, R,,,d - 0.65, Rhot - 0.3) is only slightly smaller, around 7- 13. 
This is one of the ~nodels that best accounts for the observed large-scale struct~~re. 
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Ibecauso t,lie h<ir\.ons underwent .ion,e dissipation (after all they cannot 
have formed into astrophysical objects without dissipation). At present 
there are no compelling scenarios for the formation of these objects, so 
it is certainly possible that the baryons in the inner halo have undergone 
some dissipa,tion. 

2. It could be that the universal ratio of cold dark matter to baryons is 
only a few. One of the models that best accounts for the observed large- 
scale structure is cold dark matter + cosmological constant (Q, = 0.8; 
R cold - 0.15: and 0, -. 0.05). While it is certainly not the best 
motivated model. if the Huhhle constant is close to SOkms-’ Mpc-‘. 
as many now Ibelieve !9], a cosnlolo:ical constant will be manda,tory t,o 
solve tlhc cos~~~~logica.l age crisis. 

13. ,4 halo ratio or cold dark matter to lbarvot~ic dark nlatter of order unity. 
rathcl. ~.Ihau IO - 20. has o111y a lnillor ;rnpa,ct on experimental searches 
for the cold dwlc matter in out \Ccinity. as these experiments already 
take into account a factor of two uncertainty in the local density of halo 
material.’ 

4 Concluding Remarks 

Luminous matter (in stars) contributes less t,han 1% of the critical density: 
and primordial uucieosynthesis makes a strong case that ordinary matter 
contributes betweetl 1% and 10%) of the critical density, establishing the 
existence of the first dark matter puzzle. the form of the baryonic matter. 
There is compelling evidence that the mass density of the Universe is much 
greater thau 10% of the critical density and perhaps close to the critical 
density, establishing the existence of a second dark matter puzzle. the form 
of the nonbaryonic dark matter. 

‘Given the umrlaiuics about, tbr lhrilo I~EW even within 20 lkpc of 111~ g;rlactic center. 
aud the insensitivity or n~icrole~lsialg to tile dcrnsir,y of lensinlg ot,jrrts urarhy, it ~eerns 
unlikely tlmt lllicrolclasitig experilnellts could ever establisll with confidence that lensing 
ol~,irtk w!Itribul~v IIICWC~ ( II~II allou!. 50% or SO of the local dark ~~m~,ter drllsity. Moreover. 
because tllere ia llothitlg to prevent cold dark ~natter fronj lallillg iuto tie halo of our 
galaa~, eveu il bar?oilic ~~~.ter has ~WII cu~~centratcd by dkipatiou. it is diflicult to 
imagine tint the local density of cold dark matter could be significantly less than the local 
halo density. 
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The EROS/.\lAC’llO collaborations n,ay well haw wived t.he first dark 
matter problem 1)~. pt,oviding evidenw for dark IXW!~OIIS iu the form of as- 
i.rophysical mass oh.jrcts in the halo of our own galaxy.” However. their 
discovery, as important as it is, has little to say about tile second dark mat- 
ter problem: The mass density contributed by halo lensing objects cannot 
significantly exceed 10Yo of the critical density (even discarding the constraint 
10 RB based upon ~,I.irnordial nucleosynthesis). 

A critical Universe is well motivated, supported by mounting evidence, 
and must involve particle dark matter. The detection of dark stars in the halo 
of our own galaxy changes none of this: nor does it lessen significantly the 
prospects for the direct detection of the cold dark matter in our vicinity (e.g., 
ill Iaborato~.y rsperilneuts designecl to detect halo axio~~s or neutralinos). The 
scientific sta.kes in t.rst.ing the particle dark matter h?pot,hesis are extremely 
high: identifying the primary constituent of the Universe, discovering a new 
particle of nature. a.nd probing the earliest moments of the Universe. The 
pioneering searches for particle dark matter [I I] must continue a,t full speed; 
if anything, solving part of the dark matter puzzle should provicle still further 
impetus for solving the rest of the puzzle! 

It is a pleasure 1.0 t.hank EMI~II Gates alld Rent Orlg for valuable com- 
I,,C,,IS. ‘[‘I ” .I, ” II> ~101 , nctb suppurtcrl ill ~)a,rI, Iby illr I)(~XII~LIINWI of I:wrgy (at 
C’llic-ago) ~III~ I)! I II<, .S:\S.\ 1,I~ 110r1gl1 grunt S:\C:\\‘-?:ISI (it1 IJwmilab). 
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5 Figure Captions 

Figure 1: Impact parameter u (in units of the Einstein radius. u = I/&) 
as a iunction of the a,mplification. 

Figure 2: The optical depth for gravitational lensing due to halo objects 
within a distance y of the galactic center, 7(y), as a function of y. .Note that 
most of the optical depth for microlensing is due to objects within lo-20 kpc 
of the galactic center. Thus, microiensing experiments only probe this part 
of the halo and are insensitive to the extent of the halo as well as the local 
halo density. 

Figure 3: Thr I’rnction oi’ nIicrolensiug events espect.rtl with ampiificat.ion 
greater than d for amplification tl~resl~olds oi‘ .-I,,. = I. I. 1.:$1. I .i. 2. :3. and 5. 
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